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Abstract—Network slicing has been widely deemed as a
promising technology that enables the sharing of infrastructure
resources for 5G-and-beyond mobile networks. Infrastructure
Providers (InPs) abstract physical network into multiple isolated
network slices, each of which can be operated as a virtual net-
work by different Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs).
However, the asymmetric information between resource supply of
InPs and usage requirement of MVNOs challenges the resource
allocation when enforcing slicing in the radio access network
(RAN). In this paper, we propose a paired bid-based double-
auction mechanism for a slicing-based RAN to improve resource
allocation efficiency. We construct a market model in which the
MVNOs and the InPs submit respective bids and ask Network
Slice Broker (NSB) for slice transactions, and the NSB determines
the winner pairs and corresponding payments to clear the slice
market by maximizing social welfare. Numerical results validate
the effectiveness of our proposed mechanism on improving the
overall network resource allocation efficiency without collecting
full information on the competitive strategies and utility functions
of the MVNOs and InPs.

Index Terms—RAN slicing, infrastructure provider, mobile
virtual network operator, network slice broker, double auction

I. INTRODUCTION

Forthcoming 5G-and-beyond mobile network explores net-
work slicing to achieve network resource sharing and ef-
ficiency improvement through employing Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Network (SDN)
techniques [1]. Therefore, the traditional mobile network can
be separated into multiple network slices as independent
virtual networks without intervening with each other. More-
over, network resources are capable of being scheduled for
inter/intra network slices to enable network slice flexible for
dealing with the changeable traffic demands [2]–[4].

The new paradigm of network resource sharing in 5G-
and-beyond system introduces network economics with a new
business model into resource allocation among multiple slices.
Specifically, there are two logical business roles in a sliced
network, i.e. Infrastructure Provider (InP) who utilizes his
infrastructure and resources to enforce network slice and
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Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) who lease network
slice to serve his users [5].

However, due to the openness and sharing nature of sliced
radio access network (RAN), MVNO and InP have opposite
appeal on resource allocation when enforcing RAN slicing,
to increase respective benefit [6]. Moreover, no matter acting
as an MVNO or an InP, the disorder of competition among
counterparties or colleagues will certainly result in inefficient
resource utilization.

Most solutions for RAN slicing refer to three different
types of business models which are B2B (InP-to-MVNO),
B2C (MVNO-to-User Equipment (UE)), and B2B2C (InP-to-
MVNO-to-UE) [7]. The work in [8] proposes a hierarchical
auction model for B2B2C, and shows that the large number of
UEs leads to high computation complexity in B2BC as well
as B2C. Thereafter, the work in [9] considers a hierarchical
match game for B2B. However, the proposed algorithm con-
siders little dynamic pricing between InP and MVNO. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, other studies rarely consider
the competition in resource allocation facing to open RAN
scenario of the future 5G-and-beyond system.

To address the aforementioned difficulties, in this paper we
propose a multi-tenant based network slice market model to
study the resource allocation for RAN slicing. Inspired by the
work in [3], by employing high level slicing, we consider
network slices as some data flows which come from the
same MVNO and afford certain services with specific QoS
requirements. Hence, the resource allocation on the RAN side
can be modeled as the slice transaction in a slice market, which
allows the MVNO to act as a tenant, leasing network slices
from multiple InPs, and to only require network slices meet the
desired QoS instead of paying attention to the specific physical
resource allocation for UEs. Intuitively, the proposed slice
market model complies with the slicing strategy of 5G-and-
beyond as underlying physical resources become transparent
for services.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

We consider a fully sharing RAN of 5G-and-beyond system
based on the 3GPP specifications [10] [11], where multiple



MVNOs without owing network infrastructure act as tenants
to lease a bundle of virtual network resources from various
InPs for specific QoS services. These bundled resources could
include spectrum, radio power, time-slot, all of which are
capable of being shared and orchestrated on demand when
enforcing RAN slicing for the mobile network. Moreover, from
MVNOs’ perspectives, the shared resource of RAN acts as a
basic transmission bearer that supports to establish some data
flows for specific services from UEs to the CN. Inspired by
the works in [2] and [12], we consider the shared resource
is transmission resource, and further assume the transmission
resource in this work is referred to as time-slot and the PRB
for data transmission would vary dynamically in each time-
slot. Nevertheless, our proposed PBDA is general and is not
limited to the system model based on time-slot.

In addition, we assume that a Network Slice Broker (NSB)
is deployed with the master operator-network manager (MO-
NM) system at the InPs side to monitor some crucial mea-
surements of shared RAN by dedicated interface (e.g., Type
1 and Type 2), and interacts with the Sharing Operator-
Network Manager (SO-NM) system in the MVNOs side to
assist MVNOs for managing the shared RAN via open Ap-
plication Programming Interfaces (APIs) [5]. Hence, the NSB
receives on-demand resource requests from MVNOs and then
supervises InPs to configure appropriate transmission resource
for corresponding service.

Fig. 1. The multi-tenant system based on sliced network

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a set M = {m|m =
1, 2, ...,M} of MVNOs in a sliced mobile network, where
each operator m ∈ M has a set N = {n|n = 1, 2, ..., Nm}
of service types with specific QoS requirement. Meanwhile,
denote by J , {j|j = 1, 2, ..., J} the set of InPs where InP
j ∈ J manages Vj BSs, and each BS vj ∈ {1, 2, ..., Vj} can
provide Tvj amount of transmission resources.

We consider the case where each MVNO m ∈ M request
tnm
vj ≥ 0 time-slots from BS vj for the service type n ∈ N .

Since each slice can only provides one type of service, we
define the slice request vector for MVNO m to InP j with
service type n as Sn

m , {tnm
vj |vj ∈ {1, 2, ..., Vj}}. Note

that BSs can afford multiple slices simultaneously through
efficient resource allocation among slices. Hence, a slice may

be deployed on multiple BSs belonging to different InPs, and
a BS may also be covered by multiple slices operated by
different MVNOs.

As slice request associated with a specific service type has
certain QoS requirements, we denote by c(Sn

m) and d(Sn
m) the

coverage and the data rate of requested slice Sn
m respectively.

As we are only concerned with the BS in the coverage of a
slice, thus the coverage of Sn

m is defined as the number of BSs
that allocate time-slots to Sn

m. Moreover, the achievable data
rate of Sn

m can be expressed as:

d(Sn
m) = min{tnm

vj Bvj log2(1 +
Pvj

N0Bvj + I(Bvj )
)}, (1)

where Bvj and Pvj represent the bandwidth and transmit
power of a shared BS respectively. Besides, N0 represents
the noise power spectral density, and I(Bvj ) represents the
BS’s interference caused by neighboring BSs. As the requested
slice shares the transmission resource of multiple BSs located
at different positions, the achievable rate of entire requested
slice is certainly the minimum data rate provided by the BS
that contributes the least resource to the slice.

After receiving the slice requests from one of the MVNOs,
the NSB requests the responses from InPs. We define the slice
response vector for InP j to MVNO m with service type
k as Ak

j , {tkj
vj |vj ∈ {1, 2, ..., Vj}}. Note that the amount

of allocated resource of BS vj may be different from the
requirement. As a result, the data rate and coverage of the slice
response (i.e., d(Ak

j ) and c(Ak
j )) could also be different from

that of the request. Therefore, we define the service type k as
the responding service type to distinguish from the requested
service type n.

B. Auction Model

As the BSs of an InP have diverse priority, and the limited
resources of each BS cannot satisfy all slice requests from
MVNOs as well, the MVNOs could easily fall into disordered
competition to pursue as many slices as possible to serve
users. Moreover, due to the selfishness nature, each InP intends
to maximize own utility without taking the global resource
efficiency into account when implementing slicing strategy.
Therefore, it is challenging to ensure rational competition
in realizing global optimal resource allocation in the sliced
network.

Considering auction has been demonstrated an effective
tool to address the competitive resource allocation in many
fields of wireless communications [13]–[15] , we employ
double auction model to implement resource allocation in
the slice market, where MVNO and InP act as bilateral
trading parties with the purpose of leasing network resource
to construct network slice for diverse services. Meanwhile,
we introduce NSB to supervise the auction. As the slice
requests from MVNOs and the slicing strategies from InPs are
collected simultaneously, the NSB is capable of facilitating
the appropriate resource allocation in a global view, and
helping establish an open and efficient slice market for network
resource sharing.



Therefore, we model the slice request and slicing strategy
to adopt to double auction. The slice request of MVNO
evolves to a bid B , {b(Sn

m), d(Sn
m), c(Sn

m)}, which is a
combination of cost, data rate, and coverage of requested
slice. In particular, element b(Sn

m) represents the expense that
MVNO is willing to pay for slice leasing, which is determined
by MVNO’s real valuation on the requested slice. Similarly,
we let A , {a(Ak

j ), d(A
k
j ), c(A

k
j )} denote a bid of an InP,

which is a combination of revenue, data rate and coverage of
rental slice. Specifically, element a(Ak

j ) represents the benefit
that is used to compensate the InP for sharing the transmission
resource of BSs to construct a network slice. On basis of the
bids from MVNOs and InPs, the NSB will ensure that the
slice market operates efficiently by enabling InPs to provide
appropriate network slice to qualified MVNOs.

Due to the feasibility of slice deployment, we further
consider that the allocated resources to one network slice
should be provided by a unique InP, as signaling overhead
and management cost would tremendously increase when
implementing slicing among multiple InPs [3]. Therefore,
in our proposed slice market model, the MVNO and the
InP performing a slice transaction should be paired uniquely.
Moreover, we define social welfare as the difference between
the respective total bids from MVNOs and InPs. Hence, the
efficient sliced network resource allocation is to maximize the
social welfare of the slice market, which can be formulated
as:

max
Sn
m,Ak

j ,e
k−n
j−m

(

M∑
m=1

Nm∑
n=1

b(Sn
m)−

J∑
j=1

Kj∑
k=1

a(Ak
j ))e

k−n
j−m, (2)

s.t. d(Sn
m)ek−nj−m ≤ d(Ak

j ), ∀ek−nj−m = 1, (3)

c(Sn
m)ek−nj−m ≤ c(Ak

j ), ∀ek−nj−m = 1, (4)
K∑

k=1

tkj
vj e

k−n
j−m ≤ Tvj

, ∀ek−nj−m = 1. (5)

In (2), ek−nj−m ∈ {0, 1} is a binary variable to denote the
mapping relationship from a slice request to a slicing response.
Specifically, ek−nj−m = 1 indicates that the InP adopts slicing
strategy Ak

j to respond to the slice request Sn
m. Constraints

(3) and (4) indicate the achieved data rate and the coverage
should be greater than the corresponding requirements respec-
tively. Constraint (5) indicates that the available transmission
resource of each BS cannot exceed the maximum resource.

Although the resource allocation of network slicing has
been defined as a social welfare maximization problem by
employing an auction model, it is still a challenge to find the
optimal solution, as the objective function is a complicated
0-1 integer programing which also contains two continuous
variables in linear part.

III. PAIRED BID-BASED DOUBLE AUCTION MECHANISM

A. VCG-Based Paired Bid

As the essence of social welfare maximization in a double
auction mechanism is making the lowest bid goods sold to

buyers who submit the highest bid. It is well-reasoned to
employ this situation to determine the winners as long as
every participant reveals their true valuations. Therefore, we
use natural ordering to filter out the highest bid buyer and
lowest bid seller to be a pair, in which the buyer and the seller
fulfill the transaction of slice leasing. In order to explain the
idea of paired bid, we first transform (2) into the following
equivalent objective function,

max
hk−n
j−m,ek−n

j−m

M∑
m=1

Nm∑
n=1

J∑
j=1

Kj∑
k=1

hk−n
j−mek−nj−m, (6)

where hk−n
j−m = b(Sn

m)− a(Ak
j ).

Note that (6) is similar to the social welfare maximization
of multi-unit reverse auction, which inspires us to employ
VCG mechanism to solve the maximization problem of (6).
Specifically, VCG mechanism is effective to guarantee the
maximization of social welfare as well as the truthfulness of
bids in multi-unit reverse auction [16]. Hence, we define hk−n

j−m
as paired bid of participants for the slice transactions. Then the
MVNO and the InP who contribute to the paired bid, constitute
a pair to compete for the winners to achieve a transaction. For
the given paired bid hk−n

j−m, the auctioneer derives the optimal
solution E∗ that maximizes the objective function,

E∗ = argmax
E

M∑
m=1

Nm∑
n=1

J∑
j=1

Kj∑
k=1

hk−n
j−mek−nj−m, (7)

where E denotes the set of all feasible values of the decision
variables. According to the mechanism of VCG auction,
the winner pair is that who achieves the slice transaction
corresponding to e∗k−nj−m = 1 where e∗k−nj−m ∈ E∗. Then the
payment for the transaction can be computed directly as

p∗k−nj−m = V (E\e∗k−nj−m)−
M∑

m 6=m∗

Nm∑
n 6=n∗

J∑
j 6=j∗

Kj∑
k 6=k∗

hk−n
j−me∗k−nj−m,

(8)

where V (E\e∗k−nj−m) = max
M∑

m=1

Nm∑
n=1

J∑
j=1

Kj∑
k=1

hk−n
j−me◦k−nj−m rep-

resents the new maximum of the objective function (7)
by excluding the winner pair for starting a new auc-
tion, and e

◦k−n
j−m represents the new optimal value. Term

M∑
m6=m∗

Nm∑
n 6=n∗

J∑
j 6=j∗

Kj∑
k 6=k∗

hk−n
j−me∗k−nj−m represents the rest of the

original social welfare by subtracting the contribution from
winner pair. m∗, n∗, j∗, and k∗ represent the corresponding
superscripts or subscripts that satisfy e∗k−nj−m = 1.

In order to reduce complexity, we use natural ordering in
reality to determine the winner pair due to the constraint
hk−n
j−m > 0, which guarantees the maximization of (6). We

first sequence the MVNOs in descending order according to
their bids as b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bO, and sequence the InPs
in ascending order according to their bids as a1 ≤ a2 ≤
· · · ≤ aW . The subscripts of the sequences are O = M ×Nm

and W = J × Kj . Then let H be the greatest index such
that bH ≥ aH . The buyber and seller who have the same



index constitute a pair. Therefore, the MVNOs and InPs whose
indexes are less than or equal to H are selected as the
winner pairs. The members of each winner pair are definitely
determined as winner MVNO and winner InP.

B. Bid Strategy Adjustment

In general, the participants of a double auction are price-
taking. After receiving the auctioneer’s announcement about
winners and payments, every winner would compute his utility
(i.e., the difference between his bid and the payment). As long
as the utility of each winner is positive, the double auction
is valid and every participant will accept the auction result.
However, in our slice market model, it is difficult for an
auctioneer to determine the acceptable result at one time, as
the actual resource amount allocated to the MVNO would
be less than expectation, which probably leads to negative
utility for the MVNO. Hence, in order to guarantee the auction
effectiveness, the PDBA mechanism allows each participant
to adjust his strategy iteratively when learning the payment of
each round.

Given the payment p∗k−nj−m determined by (8), each winner
InP j solves his utility maximization problem to find the
optimal allocation t∗kj

vj
of BS vj for specific slice response

Ak
j by solving the following maximization problem:

Uj = max
t
kj
vj

(−
Kj∑
k=1

Vj∑
v=1

avj t
kj
vj +

M∑
m=1

Nm∑
n=1

Kj∑
k=1

p∗k−nj−m), (9)

s.t.

Kj∑
k=1

tkj
vj
≤ Tvj , ∀ tkj

vj
∈ Ak

j , (10)

tkbasic ≤ tkj
vj , ∀t

kj
vj
∈ Ak

j , (11)

{tkbasic} ⊆ {tkj
vj }, ∀t

kj
vj ∈ Ak

j , (12)

where avj denotes the unit price for network resource on

BS vj , then term
Kj∑
k=1

Vj∑
v=1

avj t
kj
vj represents the total cost

for Ak
j . Meanwhile, term

M∑
m=1

Nm∑
n=1

Kj∑
k=1

p∗k−nj−m represents the

total reimbursement from the winner MVNOs for the slice
transactions which InP j takes part in. Moreover, constraint
(10) indicates that the amount of available resource cannot
exceed the maximum capacity of each BS. Constraints (11)
and (12) indicate that the allocated resource t

kj
vj needs to

satisfy the basic requirements on data rate and coverage of
slice response Ak

j . Specifically, denote by tkbasic and {tkbasic}
the minimum data rate and minimum coverage respectively of
service type k. Denote by {tkj

vj } the actual coverage of slice
response Ak

j . Apparently, the utility maximization for winner
InP is a typical linear programming, and thus simplex method
and interior-point method can be efficiently used to find the
optimal solution.

Similarly, each winner MVNO m is willing to find the
optimal t∗nm

vj by solving the following maximization problem:

Um = max
tnm
vj

(

Nm∑
n=1

J∑
j=1

Vj∑
v=1

bvj t
nm
vj −

J∑
j=1

Kj∑
k=1

p∗k−nj−m), (13)

s.t. tnm
vj ≤ tkbasic, ∀tnm

vj ∈ Sn
m, (14)

{tnm
vj } ⊆ {t

k
basic}, ∀tnm

vj ∈ Sn
m, (15)

where bvj denotes the unit revenue for the attained network

resource on BS vj , then term
Nm∑
n=1

J∑
j=1

Vj∑
v=1

bvj t
nm
vj represents

the total revenue by providing service through the attained

network resource. Term
J∑

j=1

Kj∑
k=1

p∗k−nj−m represents the total

payments for all slice transactions. Constraints (14) and (15)
indicate that the minimum data rate and minimum coverage of
actual service type provided by slice response Ak

j should be
greater than the requests respectively. As the maximization
problem (13)∼(15) is also linear programing, each winner
MVNO is capable of efficiently obtaining his optimal solution.

C. Implementation of PBDA Mechanism

As the winner MVNO and InP have no idea about the
global resource usage of the network when determining the
respective optimal strategy to maximize the utility, the required
resource of the optimal slice request strategy (i.e.,t∗nm

vj ) could
deviate from the available resource of corresponding optimal
slice response strategy (i.e.,t∗kj

vj ). Hence, the winner MVNO
and InP cannot reach an agreement on resource allocation
for slice at one time. Specifically, the gap between t∗nm

vj and
t∗kj

vj affects the participant’s satisfaction for slice transaction,
and probably poses negative impact on social welfare of slice
market as well if the actual allocated resource differs greatly
from the requirement. Therefore, it is desirable to design
an iterative algorithm to narrow down the gap by helping
the winner MVNO and InP adjust their optimal strategies
gradually, and eventually accomplish the resource allocation
that every participant is satisfied.

The main idea for implementing PBDA mechanism is
shown in Fig. 2. We employ a polynomial-time greedy al-
gorithm to obtain an approximate optimal solution for helping
the NSB determine the winner pairs and the corresponding
payments on slice transaction. Then, we employ gradient
descent method to make NSB find a feasible solution for
resource allocation, which guarantees the utilities of all win-
ning participates positive. Once the NSB obtains the feasible
solution, the NSB terminate the PBDA mechanism, otherwise
the NSB informs InPs and MVNOs to resubmit their new
bids and the asked iteratively. Due to the length of the article,
the details of the algorithm are omitted accordingly, and the
subsequent simulation results will verify the effectiveness of
the mechanism and algorithm.



Fig. 2. The flow chart of implementing the PBDA mechanism

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Simulation Scenario and Settings

We consider a representative network scenario of M=2
MVNOs, one of which has 4 slice requests, and the other
has 2 slice requests. Please note that it is reasonable to set the
number of different MVNOs as 2 for a certain area (such
as Vodafone and O2 in UK). Meanwhile, the network has
J = 4 InPs, with 6, 7, 12, 12 BSs respectively, and each
InP owns number of BSs thus to cover the considered area.
As we assume that each BS has the same transmit power, the
dimension of the vectors reflects the coverage of slice request
or slice response. Moreover, we use two vectors to represent
the bids of MVNOs and InPs. The final bids of MVNO (or
InP) submitted to the broker is the inner product of R M and
B M (or the inner products of P J and A J). The main
system parameters used in the simulations are summarized in
Table I.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Notation Definition Value
M the number of MVNOs 2
J the number of InPs 4
N M the vector format of the number of slice

requests from each MVNO
[2,4]

V J the vector format of the number of BSs
deployed by each InP

[6,7,12,12]

R M the vector format of unit revenue on
allocated resource of BSs

specified

P J the vector format of unit price on allo-
cated resource of BSs

specified

B M the vector format of requested resource
on each BS for slice request

random

A J the vector format of allocated resource on
each BS for slice response

random

B. Numerical Results

In the first experiment, we investigate the evolution of social
welfare (SW for simplicity), total utility of winner MVNOs
(TU M for simplicity), and total utility of winner InPs (TU I
for simplicity) in the iterations. In Fig. 3, we plot the evolution
of SW, TU I and TU M of PBDA mechanism. We find
that at the beginning, some winner MVNOs would attain
negative utilities as the actual allocated resources are less than
expectation, leading the TU M to be negative consequently.
However, due to the supervision of the NSB for guaranteeing
that each participant has positive utility, the winner InPs have
to tentatively increase the allocated resources to the slice
request of winner MVNOs who have negative utilities, which
directly causes a small decrement of TU I. Meanwhile, as
the PBDA mechanism requires the non-negative paired bid
(hk−n

j−m ≥ 0) when implementing pairing, this guarantees
that the MVNO will give greater valuation than that given
by InP for the same allocated resource. Hence, TU M can
increase dramatically as long as the winner InPs increase the
allocated resources for some winner MVNOs to compensate
their negative utilities.

Fig. 3. The evolution of social welfare, total utility of winner MVNOs, and
total utility of winner InPs

In the next experiment, we explore the relationship between
the paired bid and payment in the PBDA mechanism. We
select a winner pair including one winner MVNO and one
winner InP, which produce positive and greatest paired bid.
Then we decrease the paired bid of the selected winner pair for
repeated experiments, and depict the change of corresponding
payment. We present representative three paired bids and
corresponding payments, and call them as high, normal, and
low paired bid and payment, respectively, as shown in Fig.
4. We observe that the gap between the paired bid and
payment diminishes when the paired bid decreases. These
numerical results demonstrate the truthfulness property of the
PDBA mechanism, as a winner pair cannot affect its final
payment through adjusting their paired bid unilaterally. Hence,
the rational strategy for every participant is submitting bid
truthfully based on respective valuation for allocated resources.



Fig. 4. Relationship between the paired bid and corresponding payment

In the last experiment, we examine the demand and sat-
isfaction of each winner slice. We present the initial request
and actual allocation for each winner slice in Fig. 5. Through
numerical results, we first validate the effectiveness of the
proposed PBDA mechanism, since all six slice requests are
responded by InPs. Second, the diversity of demand satisfac-
tion for each winner slice complies with the objective rules
in realistic resource allocation. When constructing a single
slice, both InP 2 and InP 3 would allocate resources as much
as possible, as long as the requirement of the slice is less
than their available amount. Hence, the demands of the winner
slices related to InP 2 and 3 are completely satisfied. However,
when constructing multiple slices simultaneously, InP 1 cannot
satisfy the demand of every slice. To maximize the utility, InP
1 has to allocate more resources to the slice that yields the
maximized revenue while providing the minimum resource
to meet the demands of the rest winner slices. Therefore,
the proposed PDBA mechanism guarantees the service quality
of slice as satisfying necessary service demand and achieves
efficient allocation as enabling limited resources to produce
high value as much as possible.

Fig. 5. Demand and satisfaction of each winner slice

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have abstracted the slice resource alloca-
tion for RAN slicing as a network slice market, where the
MVNOs request network resource to operate virtual sliced
networks, and InPs allocate physical network resources to
construct the slice. We have proposed a so-called paired bid-
based double auction (PBDA) mechanism, which decouples
the complicated integer programming problems to multiple
linear programming sub-problems. Simulation results have
illustrated that the proposed PBDA mechanism can enable
MVNOs and InPs to achieve the equilibrium, where the social
welfare reaches the maximum, and the network resources are
allocated efficiently between virtual network slice and network
infrastructure to guarantee the service quality.
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